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About This Game

Guilt is a Chilling Feeling...

Originally released in 2005, Fahrenheit (known as Indigo Prophecy in North America) was a breakthrough in interactive
narrative, teetering between the worlds of cinema and gaming while also embracing them, carving its own unique genre in the

entertainment landscape. This newly remastered edition features updated graphics, controller support AND is based on the
uncut/uncensored international version of the game.

With a rich multilayered narrative, innovative presentation, and a chilling musical score by famed Hollywood composer Angelo
Badalamenti, Fahrenheit: Indigo Prophecy Remastered serves as the definitive version of the supernatural murder mystery and

(re)introduces the groundbreaking title to old and new fans alike.

Features:
•Interactive Drama — An intuitive control scheme and spectacular split-screen presentation complement the game's mysterious

noir narrative.
•Extensive Replayability — With branching dialog and multiple endings, each playthrough of the game yields a different

outcome.
•Multiple Characters — Take control of the narrative through four different playable characters, each illuminating a different

perspective of the story.
•Fully Voiced Script — Every line from the extensive script is voiced by professional actors in English, French, German, and

Spanish.
•Cinematic Score — Fahrenheit features a fully orchestrated score composed by Angelo Badalamenti, famous for his extensive
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work with director David Lynch.
•Uncut version of the game — Unlike the original North American release,

Remastered contains all of the game's original scenes, uncensored and uncut.

Key Upgrades:
•High-definition Graphics — All of the in-game textures have been meticulously recreated in HD for desktop.

•Controller Support — Support for Sony and Microsoft controllers for desktop platforms.
•Live Graphics Comparison — Players can switch between the updated visuals and the original art assets by pressing F9
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Title: Fahrenheit: Indigo Prophecy Remastered
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Aspyr, Quantic Dream (original release)
Publisher:
Aspyr
Release Date: 28 Jan, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,German
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Great Game since its story and gameplay feel unique. The game can be a bit rough around the edges as the graphics don't always
hold up well (even for a game originally released on PS2\/Xbox), but overall I really enjoyed it and would recommend it.

The story sequences are cut into nice bite size chunks that never feel too long and keep the story moving. Occasionally it feels
like it skips ahead a bit and doesn't fully develop some things it should, but I was enjoying the game enough that I was able to
simply ignore these cases.

If you're a fan of the newer titles from Quantic Dream (like Heavy Rain, or Beyond Two Souls) and you feel you can get over
the lack of graphical fidelity then I think you'll have an interesting game here. It's not every game you get to play as the killer,
and the police chasing them, which is a very cool setup.
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